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Endangered Species Act of 1973Endangered Species Act of 1973
The U.S. Supreme Court and our federal Court of Claims have extoThe U.S. Supreme Court and our federal Court of Claims have extolled lled 
this law as:this law as:

“…“…the most comprehensive legislation for the preservation of the most comprehensive legislation for the preservation of 
endangered endangered species ever enacted by any nation.ever enacted by any nation.”” 515 U.S. at 698.515 U.S. at 698.

“…“…enacted with the broadest possible public purposes in mind.enacted with the broadest possible public purposes in mind.”” 75 75 
Fed. Cl. 684.Fed. Cl. 684.

The basic purpose of the ESA is to provide a means whereby the The basic purpose of the ESA is to provide a means whereby the 
ecosystems upon which endangered species depend may be ecosystems upon which endangered species depend may be 
conserved.  16 USC 1531 (b).  The principal means, however, focuconserved.  16 USC 1531 (b).  The principal means, however, focuses ses 
on individual species and prohibits any federal action that woulon individual species and prohibits any federal action that would likely d likely 
jeopardized a species that had been listed and endangered or jeopardized a species that had been listed and endangered or 
threatened or that would adversely affect its designated criticathreatened or that would adversely affect its designated critical habitat. l habitat. 
16 USC 1536 (a).  It also prohibits any private action that woul16 USC 1536 (a).  It also prohibits any private action that would directly d directly 
harm, harass, or otherwise take a listed species.  16 USC 1538 (harm, harass, or otherwise take a listed species.  16 USC 1538 (a)a)



Tellico Dam Case

The U.S. Supreme Court 
reasoned:

“The pointed omission of the type 
of qualifying language previously 
included in endangered species 
legislation reveals a conscious 
decision by Congress to give 
endangered species priority over 
the ‘primary missions’ of federal 
agencies.” 437 U.S. 153, 186.



Silvery Minnow Silvery Minnow 
Wins in CourtWins in Court

The lower reaches of the last The lower reaches of the last 
refuge of the listed silvery minnow refuge of the listed silvery minnow 
on the Middle Rio Grande River in on the Middle Rio Grande River in 
New Mexico are dewatered when New Mexico are dewatered when 
drought and irrigation diversions drought and irrigation diversions 
occur together.occur together.

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
is responsible for the operation of is responsible for the operation of 
the both the irrigation system on the both the irrigation system on 
the Middle Rio Grande and the Middle Rio Grande and 
several upstream reservoirs, several upstream reservoirs, 
which also supply the City of which also supply the City of 
Albuquerque.Albuquerque.



The Salmon The Salmon 
Win TooWin Too
The U.S. Bureau of The U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation also is Reclamation also is 
responsible for the large responsible for the large 
irrigation project at the top irrigation project at the top 
of the Klamath River in of the Klamath River in 
Oregon, whose diversions Oregon, whose diversions 
over the last century have over the last century have 
significantly reduced the significantly reduced the 
downstream river flows for downstream river flows for 
listed coho salmon.  listed coho salmon.  



Another Side of These StoriesAnother Side of These Stories

After the U.S. Supreme Court found that congressional authorizatAfter the U.S. Supreme Court found that congressional authorization ion 
and funding did not imply an exception to the ESA, Congress enacand funding did not imply an exception to the ESA, Congress enacted ted 
an explicit one just for the Tellico Dam and allowed its completan explicit one just for the Tellico Dam and allowed its completion, which ion, which 
wiped out that population of the darter.wiped out that population of the darter.

One the Middle Rio Grande, Congress froze the biological opinionOne the Middle Rio Grande, Congress froze the biological opinion on on 
the operation of the reclamation project dethe operation of the reclamation project de--watering the silvering watering the silvering 
minnowminnow’’s remaining river habitat, and thereby greatly limited the forces remaining river habitat, and thereby greatly limited the forced d 
rere--allocation of project water. allocation of project water. 

On the Klamath, the year right after the curtailment of irrigatiOn the Klamath, the year right after the curtailment of irrigation on 
deliveries to increase the river flows for the endangered salmondeliveries to increase the river flows for the endangered salmon, the , the 
White House supported the curtailment of river flows instead, whWhite House supported the curtailment of river flows instead, which ich 
resulted in one of the largest direct kills of endangered salmonresulted in one of the largest direct kills of endangered salmon ever. ever. 



The Legacy of the U.S. The Legacy of the U.S. 
Bureau of ReclamationBureau of Reclamation

In the 17 western U.S. states, the Burec has constructed 355 In the 17 western U.S. states, the Burec has constructed 355 
reservoirs, that store over 100 million acre feet, to go with 25reservoirs, that store over 100 million acre feet, to go with 254 diversion 4 diversion 
dams, 16,047 miles of canals, and 37,193 of laterals.  dams, 16,047 miles of canals, and 37,193 of laterals.  

The Burec is largest wholesale supplier of water in the U.S. proThe Burec is largest wholesale supplier of water in the U.S. providing viding 
water to 31 million people and 140,000 western farms that producwater to 31 million people and 140,000 western farms that produce e 
60% of the nations vegetables and 25% of its fruits and nuts.  I60% of the nations vegetables and 25% of its fruits and nuts.  It is the t is the 
second largest producer of hydropower in the western U.S., genersecond largest producer of hydropower in the western U.S., generating ating 
40 billion kilowatt hours each year.40 billion kilowatt hours each year.

The listing of more than 180 species under the ESA has been attrThe listing of more than 180 species under the ESA has been attributed ibuted 
to reclamation projects.to reclamation projects.



Critical habitat 

REACH 1
REACH 2

Flaming Gorge Flaming Gorge 
DamDam

Upper Colorado 
River Basin



ReRe--stocking endangered fishstocking endangered fish

From Litigation to Multi-
faceted Cooperation

Research and monitoringResearch and monitoring

Providing & protecting Providing & protecting 
river flowsriver flows

Restoring flood plain habitatRestoring flood plain habitat

Managing nonnative fishManaging nonnative fish



In-Flow Driven Alternative
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Hydropower Conflicts Are Not That Hydropower Conflicts Are Not That 
Easy EitherEasy Either

Although the conflict between hydropower generation and flows foAlthough the conflict between hydropower generation and flows for r 
endangered fish below reclamation dams may sometimes seem easierendangered fish below reclamation dams may sometimes seem easier
to reconcile than the conflict with irrigation, it is no small tto reconcile than the conflict with irrigation, it is no small task.  ask.  

Right up to the finalization of the EIS on reRight up to the finalization of the EIS on re--operating Flaming Gorge to operating Flaming Gorge to 
meet the flow recommendations for the endangered fish, the Burecmeet the flow recommendations for the endangered fish, the Burec and and 
hydropower stakeholders contended that such rehydropower stakeholders contended that such re--operation was not operation was not 
within the damwithin the dam’’s congressionally authorized purposes.  s congressionally authorized purposes.  

The flow recommendations also took a few decades and maybe $10 The flow recommendations also took a few decades and maybe $10 
million to develop and then the Burec took another five years tomillion to develop and then the Burec took another five years to
complete the EIS.  Their adoption and adaptive management would complete the EIS.  Their adoption and adaptive management would 
probably not have been possible outside the collaborative prograprobably not have been possible outside the collaborative program.m.



Water Property or Use Rights
An excellent primer by WWF describes two legal approaches to watAn excellent primer by WWF describes two legal approaches to water er 
allocation: private property rights and use rights:allocation: private property rights and use rights:

Private property rights approximate ownership of the water itsPrivate property rights approximate ownership of the water itself and elf and 
are usually absolute in terms of a quantity of water and are graare usually absolute in terms of a quantity of water and are granted in nted in 
perpetuity. perpetuity. 

ReRe--allocation of such rights can only be achieved through allocation of such rights can only be achieved through 
governmental condemnation (expropriation) or market purchase.governmental condemnation (expropriation) or market purchase.

The alternative to the ownership of water is a right of use, wThe alternative to the ownership of water is a right of use, whose hose 
control remains within the state or water user association, and control remains within the state or water user association, and which is which is 
conditional in amount and not perpetual.conditional in amount and not perpetual.

Allocating Scarce Water, A WWF Primer on Water Allocation, WaterAllocating Scarce Water, A WWF Primer on Water Allocation, Water
Rights, and Water MarketsRights, and Water Markets (2007) at (2007) at 
http://assets.panda.org/downloads/allocating_scarce_water.pdfhttp://assets.panda.org/downloads/allocating_scarce_water.pdf



When Are Water Rights Taken Under the ESAWhen Are Water Rights Taken Under the ESA

One answer when the legal distinctions are not bright, as is oftOne answer when the legal distinctions are not bright, as is often the en the 
case with water from reclamation projects in the Western U.S., icase with water from reclamation projects in the Western U.S., is that s that 
they are taken when someone is willing to pay to avoid a protracthey are taken when someone is willing to pay to avoid a protracted ted 
dispute over whether they taken.dispute over whether they taken.

The latest view of the Court of Claims is that such water rightsThe latest view of the Court of Claims is that such water rights are not are not 
taken under the ESA and need not be compensated because they aretaken under the ESA and need not be compensated because they are
qualified by contract and the ESA is the overriding federal poliqualified by contract and the ESA is the overriding federal policy. cy. 

Compare Compare Tulare Basin Water Storage District  v. U.S., 49 Fed. Cl. 313 Tulare Basin Water Storage District  v. U.S., 49 Fed. Cl. 313 
(201) (201) and and Klamath Water District v. U.SKlamath Water District v. U.S., 67 Fed. Cl. 504 (2005) and 75 ., 67 Fed. Cl. 504 (2005) and 75 
Fed. Cl. 667 (2007).Fed. Cl. 667 (2007).



Concluding CommentsConcluding Comments
Endangered species conservation should not be myopically focusedEndangered species conservation should not be myopically focused on on 
single species, as it is now under our Endangered Species Act, asingle species, as it is now under our Endangered Species Act, and nd 
should instead directly address the underlying stresses on rivershould instead directly address the underlying stresses on river
ecosystemsecosystems

The conflicts between river dependent endangered species and damThe conflicts between river dependent endangered species and dam
operations can be more readily resolved if freshwater ecosystemsoperations can be more readily resolved if freshwater ecosystems are are 
assessed along with other river dependent human needs.assessed along with other river dependent human needs.

For such resolutions, compensated reFor such resolutions, compensated re--allocations of water from allocations of water from 
reclamation projects in the western U.S. should be considered evreclamation projects in the western U.S. should be considered even en 
without full litigation of the scope of the property or contractwithout full litigation of the scope of the property or contract interests.  interests.  

Instead of a high altar for river dependent endangered species, Instead of a high altar for river dependent endangered species, the the 
better policy may be a supermarket for freshwater ecosystems. better policy may be a supermarket for freshwater ecosystems. 
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